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A medium-resolution Fourier-transform spectrometer for ground-based observation of astronomical
sources at near-millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths is described. The steps involved in
measuring and calibrating astronomical spectra are elaborated. The spectrometer is well suited to
planetary spectroscopy, and initial measurements of the intrinsic brightness temperature spectra of
Uranus and Neptune at wavelengths of 1.0 to 1.5 mm are presented. r 1996 Optical Society ofAmerica
1. Introduction

Although the Earth’s atmosphere is opaque at far-
infrared wavelengths, high dry sites such as the
summit of Mauna Kea provide access to a number of
semitransparent atmospheric windows at submilli-
meter and near-millimeter wavelengths1,2 3Fig. 11a24.
As most astronomical observations in the available
windows tend to be carried out with either very
narrow-band heterodyne receivers5,6 or very broad-
band, but low-resolution, continuum bolometers,7,8
spectroscopic measurements that cover these win-
dows in their entirety have yet to be pursued vigor-
ously. One promising approach to the measure-
ment of wideband astronomical spectra at these
wavelengths is Fourier-transform spectroscopy, which
has a proven laboratory track record in this spectral
region and which has already enjoyed marked suc-
cess in astronomical applications at these wave-
lengths with the Cosmic Background Explorer Far
Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer.9 The exis-
tence of large-aperture submillimeter-wave tele-
scopes now provides the opportunity for extending
these techniques to high spatial resolution studies of
astronomical objects.10–14
Below we describe a Fourier-transform spectrom-

eter 1FTS2 that we have built for astronomical obser-
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vations at wavelengths between 2 and 0.3 mm
1frequencies of 150 GHz to 1 THz2 at the Caltech
Submillimeter Observatory 1CSO2. This FTS has
recently begun to provide broadband, moderate-
resolution spectra of the planets, the interstellar
medium, and our own atmosphere.10–12 Here we
describe the steps involved in obtaining accurately
calibrated spectra with this instrument, and, in
particular, we address the question of the calibration
of planetary absolute brightness temperature spec-
tra, an area in which accurate measurements at
these wavelengths remain sparse.

2. The Spectrometer

The FTS we have constructed is an intermediate-
resolution scanning Michelson interferometer15–17
with a resolving power of R 5 n@Dnres , 5000 nTHz.
Here n is the operating frequency, Dnres is the resolu-
tion, and nTHz is the frequency in terahertz. The
FTS is an upgraded version of the shearing interfer-
ometer17 used for holographic dish measurements at
the CSO and remains operational in that capacity as
well. As a result of the need to steer the beam in
one of the interferometer’s arms off axis for far-field
measurements, flat end mirrors in the interferome-
ter arms are a requirement. This excludes the use
of a Martin–Pupplett configuration13,18 and forces
the choice of a dielectric beam-splitter system. This
choice brings a somewhat lower sensitivity but at the
same time results in a much simpler optical configu-
ration, yielding important advantages in terms of
setup, ease of alignment, and reliability at a remote
site. To reach the theoretical sensitivity limit, con-
siderable effort has also been directed to understand-
ing and eliminating systematic errors.
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Fig. 1. 1a2 Model atmospheric transmission2 at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory for 1-mm precipitable H2O. 1b2 Normalized
Fourier-transform spectrometer filter transmissions. From left to right, the approximate passband centers are at 1300, 800, 600, 450,
and 350 µm. 1c2 Mylar beam-splitter efficiencies.3 The thicknesses are labeled in thousandths of an inch. 1d2 FWHM beam sizes
calculated for the convolution of the telescope’s Airy pattern with the top-hat response of an idealized Winston cone.4 From top to
bottom, the nominal geometric Winston-cone fields of view are 30, 20 and 10 seconds of arc, respectively.
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The components of the FTS are affixed to a frame-
work that is rigidly mounted at the telescope’s
Cassegrain focus. The optical system is open to the
atmosphere, which is possible at these wavelengths
only because of the low-humidity conditions preva-
lent on the summit ofMaunaKea. Figure 2 presents
a simplified two-dimensional schematic of the cur-
rent optical system. After passage through the
telescope, the F@12.4 beam from the secondary mir-
ror first reflects off the two flat mirrors, M1 and M2,
which are located on either side of the Cassegrain
focus 1Fig. 22. These mirrors serve two functions:
they fold the optical path so that a collimator of
appropriate focal length can fit in the available space
above the telescope platform, and more importantly,
they provide for a decoupling between the interferom-
eter’s internal alignment and the relative telescope–
interferometer alignment. This allows the internal
FTS alignment to be set by fixed mirrors 1with little
or no adjustment capability2, while still allowing full
steering of the instrument’s input beam to match to
that of the telescope.
The light next hits an off-axis paraboloidal mirror,

P1, of axial focal length 127 cm, producing a 10-cm-
diameter collimated beam and an image of the
secondary 1the limiting aperture2 152-cm postreflec-
tion. The paraboloid is a numerically milled Al
mirror that has been polished sufficiently to reflect
optically 1to aid in the alignment process2. The
root-mean-square 1RMS2 surface accuracy of this

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the FTS. M1, M2, I1, and I2 are flat
front surface mirrors, P1 and P2 are off-axis paraboloids, and BS
is aMylar beam splitter. I1 translates to scan the path difference
between I1 and I2.
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mirror is roughly 3 µm, or lmin@100, where lmin, the
minimum wavelength accessible through the atmo-
sphere, is roughly 300 µm.
Just before the image of the secondary produced

by P1, the beam is divided by a Mylar beam splitter,
BS, and the two resultant beams propagate to the
two flat mirrors, I1 and I2. I1 is mounted on a
translation stage that allows for scanning the path
difference between the beams, and I2, which is
coincident with one of the two equivalent secondary
images, is mounted on a stepper-motor-controlled
Gimbal mount 1used for beam steering in holo-
graphic dishmeasurements172. I2’s steering capabil-
ity makes a computer-controlled grid search for its
optimal tilt relative to I1 3determined by the maximi-
zation of the height of the white-light fringe 1WLF24
quite straightforward. To prevent interference for
radiation originating outside the beam from the
secondary, an opaque Eccosorb19 aperture stopmasks
I2 beyond the outer diameter of the secondary image
located on its surface.
After reflecting off I1 and I2, the beams are

recombined at the beam splitter and then brought to
an F@4.4 focus by a second off-axis paraboloid, P2.
The FTS uses a single 3He-cooled bolometer as its
detecting element, which is housed in an integrating
cavity at the focus of one of a number of Winston-
cone light concentrators.4 To limit the background
flux on the detector, five cold 1liquid-He temperature2
bandpass filters 3Fig. 11b24 are used to match to the
available atmospheric windows. The beam-splitter
thickness is also selected to optimize throughput3
3Fig. 11c24. The geometric acceptance angle of the
Winston cones matches the f-number of the incoming
beam, and the entrance-aperture diameters of the
available cones correspond to nominal fields of view
1FOV’s2 of 10, 20, and 30 arc sec on the sky. The
shape of the observing beam results from the convo-
lution of the telescope’s focal-planeAiry pattern with
the Winston-cone top-hat geometric response func-
tion. This convolution can be carried out numeri-
cally, and Fig. 11d2 shows the resultant beamFWHM’s
for the three available cones. For most frequencies
above the cones’ diffraction cutoffs, the resultant
beam sizes are relatively constant.
The translation stage has a full travel of 50 cm 1a

length dictated by space constraints2 and is driven by
means of a precision lead screw and dc motor. To
minimize instrumental distortions as the telescope
tips over in zenith angle, the optical system was
designed so that the axis of the translation stage is
oriented parallel to the telescope’s elevation axis,
and at a midrange zenith angle of 50° the translation
stage is at its optimum, completely horizontal orien-
tation. The last 0.75 cm or so at each end of the
stage’s travel are not used in scanning, to avoid
binding near the bearings and to allow a safe stop-
ping margin. The stationary mirror is normally
positioned so that the equal path, or WLF, position
occurs with the translating mirror roughly 2.5 cm
from its beam-splitter-side terminus. The maxi-



mum one-sided travel L1 is then 46 cm. Taking the
unapodized spectral resolution as the half-width of
the sinc function resulting from cosine transforming
the one-sided window function,16 or

Dnres 5 1.207
c

4L1

, 112

where c is the speed of light, yields a finest unapo-
dized spectral resolution of 0.197 GHz. The optical
configuration also allows for symmetric scans of up
to 5 cm in total travel 1so that L1 5 2.5 cm in the
above formula2, yielding a two-sided spectral resolu-
tion of 3.6 GHz. The stationary mirror can also be
remounted 2 cm farther from the beam splitter,
yielding the finest two-sided resolution of 2.0 GHz.
For short scans, little difference is seen between
one-sided and two-sided transforms, although the
two-sided transforms provide phase information use-
ful in assessing data quality 1Section 42.
Position along the scan direction is determined by

a linear optical encoder mounted on the translation
stage. Because of the long wavelengths involved,
the accuracy of an encoder system is adequate, and
no He–Ne interferometer is employed. The linear
encoder has two channels, one of which provides
pulses spaced at 20-µm intervals 1i.e., lmin@152, which
are used to trigger sampling of the bolometer signal
by an analog-to-digital converter, while the second
channel supplies a single pulse 3the reference pulse
1RP24 at a fixed location near the WLF position.
Circuitry is also in place to convert the trigger pulses
to 10-µm spacing for the more rapidly modulated
interferograms. With 20-µm sampling, the submil-
limeter interferogram fringes are sampled above the
Nyquist rate for all frequencies up to 3.75 THz.
Subterahertz signals are thus quite liberally over-
sampled, bringing advantages both in locating the
WLF accurately and in the recognition of interfero-
gram asymmetries. Both of these aspects are use-
ful in eliminating residual phase errors, with the
result that one-sided transforms need no phase
correction beyond that required for off-center sam-
pling 1Section 32.
The interferometer is operated in rapid-scanmode,

producing modulated signals at electrical frequen-
cies f 5 2v@l, where v is the stage velocity and l is
the wavelength of the radiation. The optimal mir-
ror speed depends on filter passband and varies from
roughly 0.9 cm s21 for the lowest frequency passband
to 0.45 cm s21 for the highest, resulting in electrical
fringes in the 6–30-Hz range. This band was se-
lected to avoid sky-fluctuation noise on the low side
1which typically occurs at&1Hz in clear weather and
,5 Hz in marginal weather2 and microphonic 1.30
Hz2 and line 160 Hz2 pickup on the high side. The
electrical bandwidth is defined by a high-pass RC
filter in the bolometer preamp with a 3-dB cuton of
0.2 Hz and a six-pole low-pass Bessel filter 1for
maximally flat phase response2with a cutoff of 80Hz.
The Bessel filter prevents the aliasing of high-
frequency noise into the passbands defined by the
submillimeter filters, and its cutoff could safely be
lowered somewhat, but as all noise between 30 and
80 Hz is out of the range of interest, this band is
retained for diagnostic purposes. Figure 3 shows
that the extra 1primarily microphonic2 noise present
in the 30–80-Hz band can be removed post facto,
even for weak signals that require the summation of
multiple scans, by first transforming the raw inter-
ferograms to spectral space, zeroing all spectral
components outside the optical filter cutoffs, and
then inverse transforming back to interferogram
space. Thus the interferograms themselves remain
uncorrupted by out-of-band noise.
Within the submillimeter passbands of interest,

sky background limited noise performance is found
at the higher frequencies, while at lower frequencies,
reduced background levels lead to the detector noise
limit being reached first. After a total observation
time of t seconds, spectra show a typical RMS noise
in antenna temperature units 1Section 42 of s <
21DnresŒt221, with Dnres in gigahertz.11

Fig. 3. 1a2Observed interferogram for Mars 1i.e., on–off 2 resulting
from the summation of 15 scans of mirror I1 1all in the same
direction2. 1b2 Fourier transform of 1a2, with the solid 1dotted2
curve showing the real 1imaginary2 part of the transform.
Microphonic pickup is evident from 700 to 1000GHz. 1c2 Interfero-
gram resulting from zeroing spectrum from 0 to 100 GHz and
above 500 GHz, and then transforming back to interferogram
space.
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3. Scan Registration and Quality Control

For astronomical sources, data reduction and calibra-
tion require several steps beyond simple Fourier
transformation of interferograms: 1a2 coalignment
of different scans, 1b2 registration of interferograms
from scans in the two directions of mirror motion, 1c2
correction for off-center sampling of interferograms,
1d2 identification and exclusion of bad scans, 1e2
correction for emission in the interferometer’s sec-
ond input port, 1f 2 correction for atmospheric absorp-
tion and hot spillover, and 1g2 correction for the
coupling of the source to the telescope beam. The
first four of these are discussed only briefly in the
following paragraphs, as they are more-or-less stan-
dard issues in Fourier-transform spectroscopy,
whereas the latter three are discussed at length in
the succeeding sections.
For weak sources, many scans may need to be

coadded to achieve an adequate signal-to-noise ratio
in the final spectrum. However, the weakness of
source interferograms prevents their direct use in
finding WLF positions. Thus, to coalign multiple
interferograms, the displacement between the WLF
position and the RP position is first determined from
observations of an ambient temperature blackbody
source 1Eccosorb2 that fills the beam 1reference scans
in the following2. Of course, this WLF 2 RP differ-
ence need not be an integer, and a quadratic polyno-
mial is typically fitted to the central five points of the
reference interferogram 1having scanned past the
WLF to acquire the needed data2 to determine the
nonintegral part of the WLF 2 RP difference.
Individual on- and off-source scans in a given direc-
tion are registered relative to each other by shifting
all scans so that their RP’s coincide in sample
number, thus correcting for slight drifts in scan start
location. The nearest integer to the measured
WLF 2 RP difference is then used to shift to the
nominal WLF position. The interferograms can
then be summed and transformed and the noninte-
gral part of the WLF 2 RP difference used to correct
the transformed spectra for off-center sampling er-
rors by the application of the standardmultiplicative
phase correction.15,16 Because of the intrinsic sym-
metry of the measured interferograms, no higher-
order corrections such as dechirping15 are necessary.
Of course all these shifts and phase factors must be
determined separately for scans in opposite direc-
tions, as phase delays in the amplifier circuitry lead
to differing time delays in the bolometer signal 1and
hence in the measured WLF position2 for the two
directions. Thus scans in opposite directions are
usually combined only in spectral space.
As the same complex phase correction 1which

derived from the average of the reference scans2 is
typically applied to all nonreference scans and the
calibration procedure outlined in Section 4 involves
a ratio of spectra, this phase factor actually cancels
out in the simplest treatment of the data. However,
both the location of the RP relative to the start of the
scan and the WLF 2 RP difference show a slow drift
2756 APPLIED OPTICS @ Vol. 35, No. 16 @ 1 June 1996
with time, requiring a slightly more careful treat-
ment of phase errors for lengthy observations.
While tracking a source, the WLF 2 RP displace-
ment is typically stable to better than 1 µm, or
lmin@300, for periods of roughly 20–30 min, a stabil-
ity more than adequate for typical on–off observation
cycles. However, during the longer time scale of a
full source transit, thermal expansion and zenith-
angle-dependent instrumental flexure limit the sta-
bility to 63 µm, and so the WLF 2 RP difference is
usually remeasured on a 20–30-min time scale.
When a simple polynomial is fitted to the WLF 2 RP
differences determined for the resulting set of refer-
ence scans, it becomes possible to phase correct all
on- and off-source scans for changing conditions.
As each scan then requires a slightly different phase
correction, the scans must be Fourier transformed
individually before phase correcting and summing in
spectral space.
Although these procedures are sufficient for most

scans, occasionally the bolometer signal can be cor-
rupted by one of severalmechanisms: voltage spikes
11 or 2 samples wide2 in the bolometer signal 1caused
by cosmic-ray hits on the detector or static discharge
between the unsuspecting operator and the control
keyboard2, extraneous pulses in the trigger line
1causing extra samples to be taken2, and rapid sky
variations. The narrow spikes are the easiest to
correct for, as these can be detected in oversampled
interferograms by their anomalously large signal
changes compared with nearby gradients. If not
removed, they lead to a ripple in the transformed
spectra. Once spikes are detected by search soft-
ware, the anomalous bolometer readings are re-
placed by an interpolation through the neighboring
clean channels. Occasional extraneous trigger
pulses, most likely caused by electronic pickup in the
noisy telescope environment, shift the remainder of
the interferogram by one sample, and can be de-
tected by a comparison of all scans to a selected
template scan 1assumed uncontaminated2. TheRMS
difference of subsequent scans from this template
can be calculated and plotted versus scan number,
and deviations from the norm that are due to a
midinterferogram shift are made manifest by virtue
of their anomalously large RMS’s. The offending
scans can then either be rejected 1if many scans are
available2 or corrected 1if few are in hand2 by the
location and the removal of the doubled voltage
sample. This template comparison also provides a
means of assessing the magnitude of sky variations,
as air mass and weather variations also serve to
alter the individual interferograms noticeably 1Fig.
42. In addition to secular RMS changes in sky
interferograms, another diagnostic for subpar
weather conditions is a deviation between RMS’s for
the two scan directions 1calculated separately2.
Agreement between results for both scan directions
is of course a necessary criterion for data acceptance.



4. Corrections for Ambient Emission

Michelson interferometers pass radiation from two
different entrance ports to the detector.16,18 In our
case, the first input port corresponds to radiation
from the telescope, and the second input port refers
to light that arrives at the beam splitter from the
detector side. The emission from the detector re-
gion that falls into the interferometer beam is primar-
ily ambient temperature emission 1the cold detector
does not emit much, but its surroundings do2 and so
does not vary significantly on short time scales.
This emission can then be subtracted from on-source
observations at the same time that emission from
the sky is subtracted. Thus it is natural to treat
these two topics together. To subtract ambient and
port 2 emission from scans on an astronomical
source, each pair of on-source scans 1one in each
direction of mirror motion2 is followed immediately
by a pair of scans off the source position on blank sky
at a similar air mass. The duration of a pair of
scans 1100–200 s for full resolution2 is sufficiently
long that, for the off-scan pair, the telescope is offset
back to the position the source had occupied at the
beginning of its scans, with tracking resuming there.
Of course this procedure requiresweather and instru-
mental conditions to remain stable on the time scale
of four scans. The on–off subtraction is followed by
Fourier transformation to spectral space, but as in
practice the order of operations 1differencing, then
transformation versus transformation, then differ-
encing2 does not yield noticeable differences in the

Fig. 4. 1a2Plot of themeasured ground-level atmospheric tempera-
ture versus FTS scan number on 19 September 1995. 1b2 Plot of
the RMS difference of succeeding blank sky interferograms rela-
tive to the first. The two scan directions are plotted with empty
circles and solid squares, respectively. Note the rise in RMS
beginning near scan 500, which corresponds to the drop in
ambient temperature seen in panel 1a2. Note also the obvious
deviations of the few bad scans 1e.g., <190, 7202 from the rest.
final spectra, we proceed below as if all scans are
immediately transformed to spectral space, and all
operations occur there.
It is possible to calibrate FTS observations of

astronomical sources in a manner similar to that
typically employed for calibration of heterodyne ob-
servations at near-millimeter wavelengths, but with
the parameters now treated as functions of frequency.
Before we describe the procedure, it is important to
note that the relevant instrumental beam is not
simply the beam emerging 1considering the transmit-
ting case2 from the Winston cone, which unfortu-
nately has sidelobes beyond the geometric accep-
tance angle. As only interferometrically modulated
flux is detected by the ac-coupled bolometer circuitry,
the angular response of the Winston cone can be
modified in the interferometer by a suitably placed
aperture stop, and it is to this end that an opaque
mask obscures mirror I2’s surface beyond the outer
diameter of the secondary image located there 1Sec-
tion 22. Rays outside of the unobstructed aperture
then cannot interfere, which effectively removes the
Winston-cone sidelobe response completely. The re-
sult is that a muchmore sharp-edged interferometri-
callymodulated beampasses through the interferom-
eter to couple to the telescope secondary with high
efficiency. Of this beam, a fraction hsky1n2 reaches
the sky 1hereafter the sky beam2, and 1 2 hsky1n2
terminates on ambient temperature surfaces such as
those behind the central hole in the primary and the
panel gaps, as well as on the feedlegs 1collectively
called the hot spillover2. In practice, the coupling
efficiency of the sky beam to astronomical sources
was found to increase by just under a factor of 2 with
the aperture stop in place.
The equations of radiative transfer and antenna

theory, together with the inclusion of port 2 emis-
sion, then lead to the following equation for the
blank sky 1off 2 voltage spectrum18,20–25:

Voff 1n2 5 Gn531 2 exp12tn24hsky1n2Bn1Tsky2

1 31 2 hsky1n24Bn1Thot2 2 o
i

h2,iBn1T2,i26 ,
122

where Gn is a combination of optical-transmission
and electrical-gain factors and tn is the atmospheric
optical depth at frequency n. The various Bn’s are
blackbody-specific intensity functions, the h2,i’s are
the coupling efficiencies to surfaces of various tem-
peratures in the port 2 beam 1subject to oih2,i 5 12,
and the various T’s are physical temperatures: Tsky
of the sky, Thot of ambient temperature surfaces, and
the T2,i’s of all the surfaces subtended by the port 2
beam including Thot, 77 K, 4 K, and 0.3 K 1the latter
three refer to radiation shield and detector tempera-
tures2. All the h2,i’s are slow functions of frequency,
but this dependence is not displayed explicitly.
1 June 1996 @ Vol. 35, No. 16 @ APPLIED OPTICS 2757



Finally, the sign of the last term is negative because
the modulation of port 2 radiation occurs with sign18
opposite to that of port 1.
The on-source spectrum contains all the terms

present in Eq. 122, in addition to the signal from the
source. The on–off difference spectrum is then due
solely to the source term, given by

Von1n2 2 Voff 1n2 5 Gnhsky1n2exp12tn2 e In
sou1V2Pn1V2dV,

132

where In
sou1V2 is the specific intensity distribution of

the source as a function of angular coordinates
1represented by V2, and Pn1V2 is the normalized power
pattern of the sky beam at frequency n. Although
the difference spectrum thus removes atmospheric,
hot spillover, and port 2 emission, it does not correct
for atmospheric absorption, and it retains a depen-
dence on the gain and the sky-efficiency factors.
However, both of these factors can be eliminated
with the aid of the spectrum of an ambient tempera-
ture load.21 To this end, a pair of FTS scans is also
taken of an ambient temperature Eccosorb sheet
that completely fills input port 1. 1These scans also
serve as the reference scans used in deriving the
WLF position; Section 3.2 The observed spectrum of
the ambient 1or hot2 load is

Vhot1n2 5 Gn5hsky1n2Bn1Thot2 1 31 2 hsky1n24Bn1Thot2

2 o
i

h2,iBn1T2,i26 . 142

Taking the difference between this signal and the off
spectrum leaves

Vhot1n2 2 Voff 1n2 5 Gnhsky1n25Bn1Thot2

2 31 2 exp12tn24Bn1Tsky26. 152

If we now assume that the sky and the ambient
surfaces are at the same temperature, it follows that

Vhot1n22 Voff 1n2 5 Gnhsky1n2exp12tn2Bn1Thot2. 162

Although this assumption is valid for absorption by
low-altitude water vapor, it cannot correct properly
for absorption by high-altitude ozone 1which is at a
lower temperature2. However, the narrow O3 lines
are less important, as they affect only specific fre-
quencies. Equations 132 and 162 contain identical
prefactors, and so a simple ratio yields

e In
sou1V2Pn1V2dV 5 Bn1Thot23Von1n2 2 Voff 1n2

Vhot1n2 2 Voff 1n24 . 172

The left-hand side of this equation is simply the
coupling of the source flux to the telescope’s sky
beam. At longwavelengths 1in or near theRayleigh–
2758 APPLIED OPTICS @ Vol. 35, No. 16 @ 1 June 1996
Jeans limit2, this equation can be converted to an
equivalent one in terms of antenna temperatures.
First we introduce the definition of the Rayleigh–
Jeans source brightness temperature:

TB
sou1V2 ;

In
sou1V2l2

2k
, 182

where k is Boltzmann’s constant. Note that this is
not a Rayleigh–Jeans approximation; with this defi-
nition, the true source flux can be recovered from
TB
sou1V2 by inversion of the equation. Now, with the

definition of antenna temperature,20 or, as is more
appropriate for our case, antenna temperature cor-
rected for atmospheric absorption and hot spill-
over21,22 1and port 2 emission2 T*A1n2, which is given by

T*A1n2 ; e TB
sou1V2Pn1V2dV, 192

the combination of Eqs. 172–192 then yields

T*A1n2 5
l2Bn1Thot2

2k 3Von1n2 2 Voff 1n2

Vhot1n2 2 Voff 1n24 . 1102

When the full Planck expression for the ambient
temperature blackbody-specific intensity is inserted,
the final calibrated spectrum in antenna tempera-
ture units 1in degrees Kelvin2 is

T*A1n2 5
hn@k

exp1hn@kThot2 2 1 3
Von1n2 2 Voff 1n2

Vhot1n2 2 Voff 1n24 , 1112

where h is Planck’s constant. In the Rayleigh–
Jeans limit, Eq. 1112 reduces to

T*A1n2 5 Thot3 Von1n22 Voff1n2

Vhot1n2 2 Voff1n24 , 1122

Figure 5 graphically summarizes this calibration
procedure for the case of two-sided interferograms,
for which the phase of the complex Fourier trans-
form is available for inspection. Figures 51a2, 51b2,
and 51c2 show raw emission spectra of blank sky 1off 2
with two strong atmospheric H2O emission lines
evident at 183 and 325 GHz,26 Mars 1i.e., Mars-off 2,
and hot-off 1i.e., ambient temperature Eccosorb-off 2,
respectively. Note that the channel-to-channel
variations are similar in Figs. 51b2 and 51c2 and reflect
passband features that should divide out. At higher
resolution these features are seen to be a coherent
ripple caused by resonances in the Winston-cone
transmission function.10 Next, Fig. 51d2 shows the
antenna temperature spectrum of Mars, the result of
rationing Figs. 51b2 and 51c2 and scaling as in Eq. 1112.
The central 100 or so gigahertz of the passband show
a relatively quiet spectrum in which the passband
features have indeed largely divided out. Of course,
near and beyond the edges of the filter and atmo-



Fig. 5. 1a2 Sky emission spectrum 1off 2 observed through the 1300-µm filter. The solid curve shows the real part and the dotted curve
shows the imaginary part of the two-sided Fourier transform 3also in 1b2–1d24. 1b2 Observed Mars-off spectrum. 1c2 Observed hot-off
spectrum. 1d2 The spectrum of Mars in antenna temperature, T*A, units 1degrees Kelvin2 the result of dividing panels 1b2 and 1c2, and
scaling by means of Eq. 1112. 1e2 Phase of the complex spectrum seen in panel 1d2. The dotted line in this case is a zero line, for reference.
1f 2Ablowup of the good part of the panel 1d2 spectrum 1histogram2, and a beam-couplingmodel fit to the data 1solid curve2, with hmoon 5 0.83,
e 5 15 µm, and FOV 5 28 arc sec.
spheric passbands, the noise level rises dramatically
as the transmission declines. The phase of this
final spectrum, shown in Fig. 51e2, is quite close to
zero 1,3°2 across most of the filter passband, attest-
ing to the quality of the data. However, beyond the
195–305-GHz range, the phase deviates from zero,
implying that data beyond that range are suspect.
For clarity, the high-quality section of Mars’ cali-
brated antenna temperature spectrum is shown in
Fig. 51f 2.
5. Source Coupling

Although this calibration procedure puts our spectra
on an antenna temperature scale analogous to that
of most millimeter- and submillimeter-wavelength
heterodyne observations, this scale is unfortunately
dependent on both telescope aperture and illumina-
tion through the Pn1V2 factor in Eq. 192. This can be
seen clearly in Fig. 51f 2, in which Mars’ observed
antenna temperature rises rapidly with frequency as
1 June 1996 @ Vol. 35, No. 16 @ APPLIED OPTICS 2759



the telescope beam narrows. The final issue to
address is thus the conversion from the measured
antenna temperature spectrum to the source-intrin-
sic brightness temperature spectrum, TB

sou1n2. As
this requires inversion of Eq. 192, a priori source
structure information is usually necessary. In the
case of the planets, this information is available, and
so we now focus on this case.
We assume below that the intrinsic brightness

temperature of a given planet can be represented by
an elliptical disk of uniform temperature Tp1n2 1thus
ignoring limb darkening2, which is a function of
frequency. Then Eq. 192 reduces to

Tp1n2 5
T*A1n2

hc1n2
, 1132

where hc1n2, the source coupling efficiency, is given by
the fraction of the telescope beam subtended by the
planetary disk;

hc1n2 5 e
planet

Pn1V2dV. 1142

The value of this integral is of course determined
entirely by the properties of the telescope beam,
which in general consist of three components: a
narrowmain beam, which results from diffraction by
the full aperture, a broader and much weaker error
pattern, which is caused by panel misalignment and
surface imperfections, and a wide-angle component,
which is due primarily to beam spillover past the
secondary20–25 1note that atmospheric seeing fluctua-
tions are unimportant at these long wavelengths2.
Conversion from T*A1n2 to Tp1n2 is thus in general
nontrivial, even for simple disklike sources. How-
ever, there are two ways in which this conversion can
be accomplished. First, measurement of the tele-
scope-beam parameters can be used to establish a
model for Pn1V2, which can then be integrated over
the solid angle that corresponds to the size of the
planetary disk in question 3Eq. 11424. Second, when
a single, well-characterized planetary source is used
as an absolute calibrator, the remaining planets can
be calibrated in relative fashion.27,28 In the remain-
der of this section, we outline both approaches and
their applications and present initial results ob-
tained with each in our lowest-frequency filter.

A. Beam Modeling

The construction of a beam model is particularly
profitable in our context for two reasons. First,
because of the beam-width variation across the
observed band, the broadband spectrum provided by
a FTS contains an abundance of beam-profile infor-
mation, and even a single observation of a lone
planet provides as many beam-shape constraints as
frequenciesmeasured. Second, at our high frequen-
cies 1compared with radio and microwave frequen-
cies2, the widths of both the main beam 1umb < l@D,
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whereD is the primary diameter2 and the error beam
1uerror < l@P, where P is a typical panel diameter2 are
small. Both these beam components thus fall com-
pletely within the angular diameter of an extended
source as large as the Moon, allowing the integral
over both beam components to be obtained quite
simply from a FTS spectrum of the full Moon. The
ratio 3Eq. 11324 of the full Moon’s antenna temperature
to its maximum physical temperature when full,29,30
390 K, then provides hc1n2 for the Moon, hereafter
hmoon1n2, which is the desired integral of Pn1V2 over
both the main and the error beams. Thus division
of a planetary spectrum by that of the Moon 1both
already in T*A units2 corrects for the efficiency loss
that is due to the wide-angle contribution, leaving
only the coupling to the main and the error beams to
consider.
We next use the fact that the main- and the

error-beam components are not independent: the
power lost from the main beam because of surface
irregularities appears in the error pattern, with the
fraction in themain beamgiven by31,32 exp3214pen@c224,
where e is the RMS telescope surface error. Be-
cause the planets’ angular diameters are typically
comparablewith 1or, forUranus andNeptune, smaller
than2 the CSO’s main-beam size, the main beam
dominates the coupling tomost of the planets 1exclud-
ing the case of large planets at high frequencies2, and
so the details of the error pattern other than its
integral, hmoon1n251 2 exp3214pen@c2246, are not impor-
tant. Thus the simplest applicable telescope-beam
model is that of a diffraction-defined main beam 1of
Airy, Gaussian, or related shape2 of integrated power
hmoon1n2exp3214pen@c224, which depends on only the
two measurable quantities hmoon1n2 and e 1in addition
to those that specify the main beam shape2. At long
wavelengths, the surface RMS factor approaches
unity and becomes unimportant. To complete the
model, the telescope beammust further be convolved
with the Winston-cone top-hat response function,
which introduces a final parameter, the Winston-
cone FOV. Finally, integrating the resultant beam
over a disk the angular size of the planet in question
yields the net source coupling 3Eq. 11424.
Work along these lines has begun, but poorweather

has thus far limited our observations of the Moon.
The data in hand from earlier observation runs 1with
instrumental setups somewhat different from those
used for the planetary observations discussed below2
imply a Moon coupling efficiency of roughly 0.8.
The accuracy of this estimate 160.032 is as yet
insufficient to calibrate accurately planetary spectra
relative to the Moon, but the Moon’s high signal
strength should enable the determination of hmoon1n2
to roughly 1% with future observations. Given the
remaining uncertainties in both this parameter and
in the nominal geometric FOV’s of the Winston
cones, for the time being we take the approach of
simply assessing the beam-coupling procedure, with
a view to estimating the relevant parameters for



later refinement. To this end, we have carried out
the beam-coupling calculations described above and
applied them to observations of Mars acquired at the
CSO on 22 July 1995.
Given an assumed intrinsic brightness tempera-

ture spectrum for Mars and a beam-model calcula-
tion for hc1n2, Eq. 1132 yields a prediction for the
antenna temperature expected from the planet 1as a
function of the model parameters listed2. To illus-
trate, Fig. 51f 2 includes a predicted T*A spectrum for
Mars 1the solid curve2 superposed on the observed
spectrum, for an Airy main-beam shape, and for the
parameters hmoon1n2 5 0.83 1independent of n, as
indicated by our partial measurements2, e 5 15 µm
1as derived from holographic measurements122, and
FOV 5 28 arc sec. The assumed Mars brightness
temperature spectrum is based on the Rudy33 model.
Leaving aside the details of this model, we note here
only that the model is based on centimeter-wave
observations and allows for a range of parameters
whose values are uncertain at submillimeter wave-
lengths. We used midrange values in the model:
a dielectric constant of 2.5 and an absorption length
of 15 l. As Fig. 51f 2 shows, this beam model is quite
capable of reproducing the strength and the shape of
Mars’ observed spectrum with only slight deviations
of hmoon1n2 and FOV from their nominal values of 0.8
and 30, respectively. These slight modifications are
well within the accuracy with which these quantities
are currently known, but this situation should im-
prove with further observations. Thus the good fit
to Mars’ observed antenna temperature spectrum
provides confidence that, with more complete beam
calibrations, the modeling procedure can be success-
fully inverted to yield a calibrated submillimeter
brightness temperature spectrum for Mars, based on
a comparison of its antenna temperature spectrum
with that of the Moon.

B. Relative Calibration

Although Subsection 5.A. presented a means for
calibrating a planet against the Moon, the more
standard approach is to calibrate the majority of the
planets against a primary reference planet. In
terms of well-characterized primary flux calibrators,
Mars is the only feasible planetary candidate, but
until the direct submillimeter-wavelength calibra-
tion proposed in Subsection 5.A. is completed, either
centimeter-wave or infrared measurements must be
extrapolated to the submillimeter region. Then,
with the resultant known Mars temperature, a sec-
ond planet can be relatively calibrated if the hc1n2’s for
the two planets are known or calculated. The bright-
ness temperature of the second planet is then given
by

Tp21n2 5 Tp11n2
T*A122

T*A112

hc112

hc122
. 1152

The beam-coupling ratio in Eq. 1152 can either be
calculated from the beam model, or better yet, set to
unity if the planets under consideration have similar
angular sizes on the date of observation.10 Note
that, in this relative approach, the Moon efficiency
divides out, and the detailed shape of the main beam
becomes less important. In particular, if both the
primary and the secondary planets aremuch smaller
than the main beam, the beam-coupling ratio re-
duces to the ratio of the solid angles, V112 and V122,
that the two planets subtend, so that

Tp21n2 5 Tp11n2
T*A122

T*A112

V112

V122
. 1162

Using this relative calibration approach, we have
now acquired and calibrated spectra of Uranus and
Neptune covering the 1.0–1.5-mm range. First, in
FTS observations 1with the 30-arc sec FOV Winston
cone2 at the CSO on 22 and 24 July 1995, spectra of
Uranus 1diameter 5 3.74 arc sec at the 1-bar level2
were calibratedwith respect toMars 1diameter 5 5.20
arc sec2 as just outlined. The resultant spectrum of
Mars on the first of these nights has already been
displayed in Fig. 51f 2, and the ratio of the two
planetary antenna temperatures 1averaged over the
two nights2, corrected for the solid-angle ratio 1i.e.,
the intrinsic brightness temperature ratio for the
median observation date2, is shown in Fig. 61a2 at a
spectral resolution of 7.2 GHz. Scaling by the same
Rudy model for Mars as discussed in Subsection 5.A
then provides the calibrated Uranus brightness tem-
perature spectrum shown in Fig. 61b2. In like fash-
ion, Neptune’s spectrum was calibrated relative to
that of Uranus on 19 September 1995 1when the
diameters at the 1-bar level were 2.30 and 3.67 arc
sec, respectively2. The resultant solid-angle-cor-

Fig. 6. 1a2 Observed brightness temperature ratio of Uranus and
Mars 1average of the 22 and 24 July 1995 observations2. 1b2 The
derived intrinsic brightness temperature spectrum of Uranus,
assuming a Rudy33 brightness temperature model for Mars.
Both panels are at a resolution of 7.2 GHz.
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rected brightness temperature ratio is shown in Fig.
71a2, again at a spectral resolution of 7.2 GHz. Note
that this intrinsic brightness temperature ratio is
determined without reference to Mars. The ratio
appears quite flat, and its best-fit constant value is
0.94, identical to that determined with broadband
filter observations.28 Using the previously cali-
brated Uranus spectrum of Fig. 61b2 to normalize the
Neptune-to-Uranus ratio then yields the calibrated
absolute brightness temperature spectrum of Nep-
tune shown in Fig. 71b2.
Figures 61b2 and 71b2 represent the first measure-

ments of continuous planetary absolute brightness
temperature spectra at wavelengths beyond the far
infrared; previously, only broadband filter 1submilli-
meter and near millimeter2 and single-frequency
heterodyne 1radio and microwave2 measurements of
planetary continuum levels were available. The
measured brightness temperatures for Uranus and
Neptune are both in very good agreement with
measured broadband temperatures at these frequen-
cies,28 but the FTS spectra immediately provide the
temperature dependence across the band. From
the best fits to the spectra in Figs. 61b2 and 71b2, it can
be seen that both planets decrease regularly in
temperature 1by ,10 K per 100 GHz2 across the
observed interval, because of the increasing impor-
tance of H2 opacity toward higher frequencies.34
The best linear temperature fits for the 195–310-
GHz range are

TU 5 97.4 2 0.1091nGHz 2 2002, 1Uranus2,

TN 5 90.7 2 0.0901nGHz 2 2002, 1Neptune2.

The implications of these measured brightness tem-

Fig. 7. 1a2Observed brightness temperature ratio of Neptune and
Uranus on 19 September 1995. 1b2 The derived intrinsic bright-
ness temperature spectrum of Neptune, with the Uranus spec-
trum of Fig. 61b2 used to calibrate. Both panels are at a resolution
of 7.2 GHz.
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peratures for the constituents of jovian planet atmo-
spheres will be discussed elsewhere.

6. Summary and Outlook

Given these initial successes, the use of FTS observa-
tions for the absolute calibration of near-millimeter-
and submillimeter-wavelength planetary brightness
temperature spectra is established. With further
observations and refinements to the beam modeling,
it should then be possible to extend these measure-
ments to yield calibrated continuum emission levels
for all the planets across all the submillimeter-wave
bands. In particular, it should be possible to cali-
brate Mars accurately relative to the Moon and then
to use Mars as a calibrator for the rest of the planets.
For Mars, this will both obviate the need to extrapo-
late data and models from distant wave bands and
also provide better constraints on its surface dielec-
tric properties.33 For the jovian planets, the con-
tinuum temperatures reflect the opacities of the
atmospheric constituents.34,35 Of course, beyond the
accurate determination of continuum levels, FTS’s
will likely be quite productive in searches for plan-
etary absorption lines.10,13

The authors thank T. Encrenaz for assistance
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ported by National Science Foundation grant AST-
9313929.
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